Danes Class Homework Projects - Autumn Term 2019
In order to support and enrich our learning in class, each child should choose one of the activities below linked to our work about the Second
World War. Once completed this should be bought into school where it will be shared with the class. Children may prefer to use ideas of their
own, or even wish to complete more than one of the activities below – we are very happy for the children to be as creative as they wish!
Please make sure that work is completed and bought into school by Wednesday 23rd October at the latest.

Find out about the rationing of food during
the Second World War. You could make your
own ration book, look at conversions between
imperial and metric units of measure and
perhaps even try out some recipes. It would
be great to see some photos (or even some
samples!) of what you make. You could
practise your beautiful cursive handwriting by
copying out some recipes – you could even
make your own recipe book.

Look online for some posters that were used
during the war to encourage reduction of
waste, healthy eating, growing your own etc.
Use these for ideas to design a poster of your
own with a similar message. Remember to
include a catchy slogan (e.g. Plant a Victory
Garden – Our Food is Fighting)!

Research different world leaders during the
Second World War. Create a Powerpoint
presentation with a slide about each leader.
You could include:
 A short biography
 A picture of the leader
 The country’s flag
 A map to show where the country is
Listen to some Second World War songs. You
could practise your beautiful cursive
handwriting by copying out some lyrics – you
could even make a song book. You could find
out about the artists and produce an
information sheet about them. Perhaps you
could even learn to play or sing one of the
songs…or even compose your own!

Make a model of a Second World War plane.
Find out as much as you can about the plane
to make your model as accurate as possible.
Perhaps include a factsheet about your plane.

Imagine you were a child who was evacuated
during the war. Write some diary entries
about leaving home, your journey to the
countryside and your time away. Try to
include lots of detail – include your feelings as
well as your experiences. You could also write
some postcards or letters home.

